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Migrating to outside the Yalong River area, they settled inside the Yalong River area; migrating to the Yalong River area, Hlyzhur Yyzzy settled there; Hlyzhur Yyzzy migrated there, settling in Jololadda valley; migrating from Jololadda valley, they settled at the Vomu flatlands; migrating from the Vomu flatlands, they settled at the stream at Vyjieyydda valley; migrating from the stream at Vyjieyydda valley, they settled at the bridge at Ajie; migrating from the bridge at Ajie, they settled at the Vole flatlands; at the Vole flatlands, they got what they wanted, they had what they wanted. The Ozzu chose to settle there, and this is the migration account of the Ozzu. [The houses had] golden beams above, golden thresholds below, and golden pillars in-between.